**REFERENCE INFORMATION**
Materials, contact arrangements,
Performance specifications
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**220-06 (STANDARD) AND 220-16 (SCOOP-PROOF)**
High-Pressure Environmental Cable Plug
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**220-01 (STANDARD) AND 220-11 (SCOOP-PROOF)**
In-Line Receptacle Connector
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**220-00 (STANDARD) AND 220-10 (SCOOP-PROOF)**
Jam Nut Bulkhead Receptacle,
Front Mount
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**220-02 (STANDARD) AND 220-12 (SCOOP-PROOF)**
Square Flange Mount Receptacle
Connector
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**220-03 (STANDARD) AND 220-13 (SCOOP-PROOF)**
Receptacle Connector, Front Mount
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**220-04 (STANDARD) AND 220-14 (SCOOP-PROOF)**
Jam Nut Receptacle with Accessory
Threads, Rear Mount
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**220-07 (STANDARD) AND 220-17 (SCOOP-PROOF)**
Jam Nut Receptacle, Rear Box Mount
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**220-09 (STANDARD) AND 220-19 (SCOOP-PROOF)**
High-Pressure Environmental
Box-Mount Plug
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**227-039 (STANDARD) AND 220-040 (SCOOP-PROOF)**
Jam Nut, Bulkhead Feed-through
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**290-011**
Fixed SST molding adapter
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**290-012**
Variable entry SST molding adapter
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**290-003**
Straight, 45° or 90° Strain-relief backshell
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**290-004**
Straight or 90° Environmental Strain
Relief backshell
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**297W-003**
EMI/RFI Strain Relief Backshell
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**ACCESSORIES AND CUSTOM OVERMOLDED CABLE ASSEMBLIES**
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